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Council 
and  Main 
Committees 

Congregation  16 November 

Degree by Resolution 

This content has been removed 
as it contains personal 
information protected under the 
Data Protection Act.

Council of the University 

Register of Congregation 

The Vice-Chancellor reports that the 
following names have been added to the 
Register of Congregation: 

Badman, N J R, Exeter 
MacLennan, K M, IT Services 
O’Connor, J D, Blackfriars 

Congregation 

Congregation  23 November 

Degree by Resolution 

This content has been removed 
as it contains personal 
information protected under the 
Data Protection Act.

Congregation  26 November 

Elections 

CONTESTED ELECTIONS:  

Council 
Board of the Faculty of Oriental Studies 

Details are in ‘Elections’ section below. 

Note on procedures in Congregation 

¶ Business in Congregation is conducted in 
accordance with Congregation Regulations 
2 of 2002 (https://governance.admin.ox.ac. 
uk/legislation/congregation-regulations-
2-of-2002). A printout of these regulations, 
or of any statute or other regulations, is 
available from the Council Secretariat 
on request. A member of Congregation 
seeking advice on questions relating to its 
procedures, other than elections, should 
contact Mrs R Thomas at the University 
Ofces, Wellington Square (telephone: 
(2)80317; email rebecca.thomas@admin. 
ox.ac.uk); questions relating to elections 
should be directed to the Elections Ofcer, 
Ms S L S Mulvihill (telephone: (2)80463; 
email: elections.ofce@admin.ox.ac.uk). 
While COVID-19 working restrictions 
remain in place, any notice that needs 
to be given to the Registrar in writing 
should be sent by email to registrar@ 
admin.ox.ac.uk. Notices sent to the 
University Ofces may not be received. 

Notices 

General Notices 

Gazette publication arrangements 

We are continuing to publish the Gazette  
in digital format only, as a result of ongoing 
COVID-19-related working restrictions. 
Arrangements for archival copies will be 
made at a later date. 

We will continue to send emails to our 
online subscribers, as well as to our print 
subscribers, where we have an email address 
for them, so that they continue to receive 
the Gazette in an available format. 

If you are a print subscriber and do not wish 
to receive such emails, or if you would like to 
set up a new email subscription, please visit 
www.stafsubs.ox.ac.uk if you are a current 
member of staf; otherwise, please email 
gazette@admin.ox.ac.uk. 

University Calendar 2020–21 

The online version of the 2020–21 University 
Calendar has been published at https:// 
gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/university-calendar. It  
will be updated on a termly basis. 

The print version will be published later in 
Michaelmas term. Because the Calendar  
is now available online to all staf, and 
because many copies of the Calendar were 
being printed needlessly, we are continuing 
to restrict print distribution to those 
individuals who are unable to access the 
online edition. All library copies will still be 
printed and distributed. 

https://governance.admin.ox.ac.uk/legislation/congregation-regulations-2-of-2002
https://governance.admin.ox.ac.uk/legislation/congregation-regulations-2-of-2002
https://governance.admin.ox.ac.uk/legislation/congregation-regulations-2-of-2002
mailto:rebecca.thomas%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:rebecca.thomas%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:elections.office%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:registrar%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:registrar%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
http://www.staffsubs.ox.ac.uk
mailto:gazette%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/university-calendar
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Lectures 

Institutes, Centres and Museums 

Oxford University Museum of Natural 
History 

Steve Backshall, wildlife presenter and 
explorer, will present a live, interactive 
puzzle in the museum at 7pm on  
4 December. More information: www. 
oumnh.ox.ac.uk/mystery-at-the-museum. 

Subject: ‘Mystery at the museum’ 

Examinations and Boards 

Examinations for the Degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy 

This content has been removed 
as it contains personal 
information protected under the 
Data Protection Act.

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.oumnh.ox.ac.uk/mystery-at-the-museum
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Colleges, 
Halls and 
Societies 

Obituaries 

Merton 

Paul Michael Rowe, 18 May 2020; 1995. 
Aged 42. 

St Hugh’s 

Jennifer Scanlan (née  Michael);  
3 November 2020; 1950. Aged 88. 

Dame Rachel Waterhouse (née  
Franklin); 14 October 2020; 1941.  
Aged 97. 

Elections 

Contested elections  26 November 

The nomination period for these elections 
closed at 4pm on 29 October. The following 
elections will be contested and the results 
determined by an electronic ballot of the 
eligible electorates. The ballots will be 
administered by Civica Ltd (CES Votes) 
on behalf of the University of Oxford. All 
members of Congregation are eligible 
to vote in the election to Council; only 
full members of the Faculty of Oriental 
Studies are eligible to vote in the election 
to the Faculty Board. Queries regarding 
membership of Congregation should be 
sent to congregation.membership@admin. 
ox.ac.uk. 

Eligible voters were sent an email  
with further instructions on Tuesday,  
10 November. The email from CES Votes 
contains links to the candidates’ statements 
and a unique link to the voting website: 
when voters click on the link, they will be 
taken to the voting website where they can 
cast their vote. Voters may wish to read the 
candidates’ statements before completing 
their electronic vote. The voting period will 
close at 4pm on 26 November. The results 
will be announced on the University website
as soon as possible thereafter https:// 
governance.web.ox.ac.uk/current-elections  
and published in the 3 December issue of 
the Gazette. 

For further information, please contact the 
Elections Ofcer (mailto:shirley.mulvihill@ 
admin.ox.ac.uk). 

 

Council 

•  One of four members of Congregation 
elected by Congregation not necessarily 
being a member of any division and 
not in any case being nominated in a 
divisional capacity, to serve until the 
start of MT 2024 [vice Professor Sir Rory 
Collins, St John’s, Clinical Medicine] 

The following nominations have been 
received: 

Professor Myles R Allen, BA DPhil Oxf, 
Linacre, Faculty of Physics and School of 
Geography and the Environment 

Nominated by: 
N Leimu-Brown, Principal of Linacre, 

Department of Plant Sciences 
I Tracey, Warden of Merton, Nufeld 

Department of Clinical Neurosciences 
K Blundell, St John’s, Department of 

Physics 
D Dorling, St Peter’s, School of Geography 

and the Environment 
C Hepburn, St Edmund Hall, School 

of Geography and the Environment/ 
Smith School of Enterprise and the 
Environment 

R Khosla, Somerville, School of 
Geography and the Environment/ 
Oxford India Centre for Sustainable 
Development 

B Müller, Wolfson, Environmental 
Change Institute/School of Geography 
and the Environment/Faculty of 
Philosophy 

K Nobre, St Catherine’s, Department of 
Experimental Psychology 

L Rajamani, St Peter’s, Faculty of Law 
H Waters, Estates Services 

mailto:congregation.membership%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:congregation.membership%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
https://governance.web.ox.ac.uk/current-elections
https://governance.web.ox.ac.uk/current-elections
mailto:shirley.mulvihill%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:shirley.mulvihill%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
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Candidate statement: 
The implementation of the University’s 
Sustainability Strategy and the recent 
Congregation motion on fossil fuel 
divestment will be key issues for Council 
over the coming years. I have been deeply 
involved in both developments. As a 
Professor of Geosystem Science in the 
School of Geography and the Environment 
and Director of the new cross-Divisional 
Oxford Net Zero initiative, with a long-
standing association with the Department 
of Physics and former student of Physics and 
Philosophy, I have links to Social Sciences, 
MPLS and Humanities Divisions. Our 
research in the 2000s identifed the need 
for net zero carbon dioxide emissions to halt 
global warming, and I have been working 
on the implications ever since. I am proud 
that our University is working towards an 
ambitious commitment to net biodiversity 
gain and net zero emissions, and that we 
are taking an evidence-led approach to 
prioritise real impact over image. Crucial 
strategic questions remain open, such as 
how we navigate a commitment to net 
zero emissions with our status as a global 
university committed to a universal and 
open academe and increasing geographical 
diversity in staf and student recruitment. 
On divestment, discussions with students 
and colleagues on this issue over recent 
years led to the Oxford Martin Principles for 
Climate-conscious Investment that form a 
key component of the Congregation motion. 
As a former ULNTF, I recognise the need to 
support those on research-intensive careers, 
and as a benefciary of early enlightened 
decisions on parental leave, I feel 
particularly strongly about accommodating 
colleagues’ caring responsibilities. 

Professor Sir Rory Collins, MB BS Lond, 
BSc Washington DC, MA MSc Oxf, St John’s, 
Faculty of Clinical Medicine 

Nominated by: 
M Snowling, President of St John’s, 

Department of Experimental 
Psychology 

Sir John Bell, Christ Church, Medical 
Sciences 

T Boyt, Reuben 
F Essler, Worcester, Department of 

Physics 
C Fabre, All Souls, Faculty of Philosophy 
M Freeman, Lincoln, Dunn School of 

Pathology 
H Hamerow, St Cross, Faculty of History 
G Johnson, Christ Church, History of Art 

Department 
K Nobre, St Catherine’s, Department of 

Experimental Psychology 
G Screaton, University College, Head of 

Medical Sciences Division 

Candidate statement: 
I have served as an elected member of 
Council on behalf of Congregation since 
Michaelmas 2016, representing Council 
on the Planning and Resource Allocation 
Committee and the Personnel Committee. 

My focus has been on encouraging the 
University to do all it reasonably can to 
support all of its staf (both academic 
and non-academic), trying to ensure 
that its investment in “physical capital” 
(buildings, equipment) is matched by 
a similar enthusiasm for investing in its 
people (“human capital”). In particular, I’ve 
been closely involved in the University’s 
decisions to interrogate and address gender-
specifc salary disparities, to identify gaps 
in child-care provision, and to commit 
explicitly to protecting pension rights. 

In 2013, I established the Nufeld 
Department of Population Health (NDPH) 
to deliver research that has a major impact 
on population health around the world, 
as well as to develop the next generation 
of researchers. I have been committed 
to ensuring that everyone in NDPH has 
the opportunity to fulfl their potential 
(e.g. supporting staf to go on the Women 
Transforming Leadership Programme) 
and removing obstacles to doing so (e.g. 
obtaining good child-care provision on Old 
Road Campus), as illustrated by NDPH’s 
gender-equality at all staf grades. 

I’m seeking re-election to Council because 
it is very likely that the next few years will 
be particularly difcult due to the impact of 
Brexit, COVID-19 and USS pension issues, 
making it more important than ever to make 
the case for the University’s resources being 
used efectively to support its most precious 
asset… its people. 

Faculty Boards 

BOARD OF THE FACULTY OF ORIENTAL  
STUDIES 

•  Three persons elected by and from 
among the members of the Faculty of 
Oriental Studies, to serve until the start 
of MT 2022 [vice Professor Dirk Meyer, 
Professor Jeremy Johns and Professor 
Margaret Hillenbrand] 

The following nominations have been 
received: 

Professor Diwakar Acharya, MA Benares, 
MA Oxf, PhD Hamburg, All Souls 

Nominated by: 
I Bangha, Wolfson 
L Jabb, Wolfson 
J Lowe, Wolfson 
P (R) O’Hanlon, St Cross 
D Rechter, Brasenose 
Y Vevaina, Wolfson 

Candidate statement: 
[No candidate statement received] 

Professor Edmund Herzig, MA Camb, DPhil 
Oxf, Wadham 

Nominated by: 
W Armbrust, St Antony’s 
D Rechter, Brasenose 
J Lewis, Wolfson 
U Roesler, Wolfson 

Candidate statement: 
If elected to Faculty Board, I will use 
the experience gained in more than 
a dozen years of research, teaching 
and administration at Oxford, and my 
knowledge of the wider university, to work 
for the Faculty’s interests and help it to 
respond to current and future challenges. 

Professor Dirk Meyer, drs MA PhD Leiden, 
MA Oxf, Queen’s 

Nominated by: 
W Armbrust, St Antony’s 
J Lewis, Wolfson 
D Rechter, Brasenose 
U Roesler, Wolfson 

Candidate statement: 
[No candidate statement received] 

Professor Asli Niyazioglu, PhD Harvard, 
Exeter 

Nominated by: 
W Armbrust, St Antony’s 
J Lewis, Wolfson 
L Mignon, St Antony’s 
D Rechter, Brasenose 
U Roesler, Wolfson 

Candidate statement: 
[No candidate statement received] 
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Advertisements 

No print publication of the Gazette 
We are unable to publish the Gazette in 
print for the foreseeable future, as a result of 
COVID-19-related working restrictions. We 
will continue to publish online editions of the 
Gazette and send emails to our subscribers. 

While the Gazette is only being published 
online, we have reduced the price of 
advertising by £10 per 70-word insertion  
to refect the fact that we are not incurring 
print-related costs. 

Advertising enquiries 
Email: gazette.ads@admin.ox.ac.uk  
Telephone: 01865 (2)80548  
Web: https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classifed-
advertising-gazette 

Deadline 
Advertisements are to be received by 
noon on Wednesday of the week before 
publication (ie eight days before publication). 
Advertisements must be submitted online. 

Charges 
Commercial advertisers: £30 per insertion of 
up to 70 words, or £60 per insertion of 71–150 
words. Reduced price: £20 for 70 words, or 
£40 for 71–150 words 

Private advertisers: £20 per insertion of up 
to 70 words, or £40 per insertion of 71–150 
words. Reduced price: £10 for 70 words, or 
£20 for 71–150 words 

See our website for examples of whether an 
advertisement is considered commercial 
or private: https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/ 
classifed-advertising-gazette. 

Online submission and payment 
Advertisements must be submitted and 
paid for online, using a credit card or debit 
card, through a secure website. For details, 
see https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classifed-
advertising-gazette. 

Extracts from the terms and conditions of  
acceptance of advertisements 
General 

1. Advertisements are accepted for publication 
at the discretion of the editor of the Gazette. 

Note. When an advertisement is received 
online, an acknowledgement will be emailed 
automatically to the email address provided 
by the advertiser. The sending of this  
acknowledgement does not constitute  

an acceptance of the advertisement or an 
undertaking to publish the advertisement in 
the Gazette. 

2. The right of the Gazette to edit an 
advertisement, in particular to abridge when 
necessary, is reserved. 

3. Advertisements must be accompanied by 
the correct payment, and must be received by 
the deadline stated above. No refund can be 
made for cancellation after the acceptance of 
advertisements. 

4. Once an advertisement has been submitted 
for  publication, no change to the text can be 
accepted. 

5. Voucher copies or cuttings cannot be 
supplied. 

Charges 

6. Two separate charging arrangements will 
apply, for commercial and private advertisers. 
The rates applicable at any time will be 
published regularly in the Gazette, and may 
be obtained upon enquiry. The rates, and 
guidance on applicability of each rate, are also 
available online. 

The editor’s decision regarding applicability 
of these rates to an individual advertiser will 
be fnal. 

Disclaimer 

7. The University of Oxford and Oxford 
University Press accept no responsibili ty 
for the content of any advertisemen t 
published in the Gazette. Readers 
should note that the inclusion of any 
advertisement in no way implies approval 
or recommendation of either the terms of 
any offer contained in it or of the advertiser 
by the University of Oxford or Oxford  
University Press. 

Advertisers’ Warranty and Indemnity 

13. The advertiser warrants: 

(i) Not to discriminate against any 
respondents to an advertisement 
published in the Gazette on the basis of 
their gender, sexual orientation, marital or 
civil partner status, gender reassignment, 
race, religion or belief, colour, nationality, 
ethnic or national origin, disability or age, 
or pregnancy. 

(ii) That the advertisement does not 
contravene any current legislation, rules, 
regulations or applicable codes of practice. 

(iii) That it is not in any way illegal or 
defamatory or a breach of copyright or an 
infringement of any other person’s intellectual 
property or other rights. 

You are advised to view our full Terms and 
Conditions of acceptance of advertisements. 
Submission of an advertisement implies 
acceptance of our terms and conditions, which 
may be found at https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/ 
classified-advertising-gazette. 

Miscellaneous 

The Anchor Pub and Grill. Great ribs, steaks, 
burgers and wings all cooked over charcoal. 
Barefoot cakes. Awesome cocktails, a big wine 
list and a huge heated terrace. Open: Weds– 
Sat noon–9pm; Sun noon–7pm. Contact: 2 
Hayfield Rd, Oxford OX2 6TT, 01865 510282 or 
info@theanchoroxford.com. 

Stone Pine Design: card publisher 
specialising in printmaking and Oxfordshire. 
Beautifully produced, carefully selected 
designs by internationally renowned 
artists and illustrators. Free delivery. More 
information: www.stonepinedesign.co.uk or 
Etsy store StonePineDesignCards. 

St Giles’ Parish Rooms for hire. Ideally 
located close to the city centre at 10 
Woodstock Rd OX2 6HT. There is a main hall 
and a meeting room that can be hired together 
or separately, and full kitchen facilities. For 
enquiries regarding availability and to arrange 
a site visit, contact Meg Peacock, Benefice 
Manager: 07776 588712 or sgsm.benefice. 
manager@gmail.com. 

Join the Oxford Public Service Centre (PSC), 
a service organisation connecting students, 
faculty, alumni and community with public 
service opportunities. Our inaugural term 
event will feature the PSC President Asad 
Moten, who is a Fellow of the Royal Society 
of Arts as well as a Fulbright, NIH–Oxford 
and International Student Scholar. For more 
information about getting involved, contact us 
at  oxfordpublicservice@gmail.com. 

mailto:gazette.ads%40admin.ox.ac.uk?subject=
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/classified-advertising-gazette
mailto:info@theanchoroxford.com
http://www.stonepinedesign.co.uk
mailto:sgsm.benefice.manager@gmail.com
mailto:sgsm.benefice.manager@gmail.com
mailto:oxfordpublicservice@gmail.com
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Research participants sought 

TB043 Tuberculosis Study: A BCG challenge 
study in healthy adults to help develop TB 
vaccines. If you are aged 18–50 and in good 
health, and have never received the BCG 
vaccine, you may be eligible to participate. 
The study involves 9–11 visits over a period 
of around 6 months. Participants will be 
reimbursed for their time and travel from £705 
to £750. More information: www.jenner.ac.uk/ 
volunteer/recruiting-trials/tb043 

Groups and societies 

The Oxford University Newcomers’ Club  
at the University Club, 11 Mansfield Rd, OX1 
3SZ, welcomes partners of visiting scholars, 
of graduate students and of academic and 
administrative members of the University. 
We offer information and the opportunity to 
meet others socially. Due to Covid restrictions 
we are currently meeting for virtual coffee 
via Zoom every Wednesday 10.30–12.00. Our 
events programme includes tours of colleges, 
museums and other places of interest. Term-
time activities include Newcomers’ Toddler 
Group (aged 0-4), Book Group, Conversation 
Group, Choir, Garden Group, Antiques Group, 
Exploring Oxfordshire and an Opportunities 
in Oxford careers group. Please note Toddler 
Group and Choir are temporarily suspended 
due to Covid regulations. Other groups/ 
events are continuing virtually or following 
Government guidelines. Web: http://www. 
newcomers.ox.ac.uk. Email: newcomers@ 
ox.ac.uk  

Oxford Research Staff Society (OxRSS) 
is run by and for Oxford research staff. 
It provides researchers with social and 
professional networking opportunities, and 
a voice in University decisions that affect 
them. Membership is free and automatic for 
all research staff employed by the University 
of Oxford. For more information and to keep 
up to date, see: web: www.oxrss.ox.ac.uk; 
Facebook: http://fb.me/oxrss; Twitter:   
@ResStaffOxford; mailing list: researchstaff-
subscribe@maillist.ox.ac.uk. 

Restoration and Conservation of 
Antique Furniture 

John Hulme undertakes all aspects of 
restoration. 30 years’ experience. Collection 
and delivery. For free advice, telephone or 
write to the Workshop, 11A High St, Chipping 
Norton, Oxon, OX7 5AD. Tel: 01608 641692. 

Sell your unwanted books 

Sell your unwanted books at competitive 
prices. If you need extra space or are clearing 
college rooms, a home or an office, we would 
be keen to quote for books and CDs. Rare 
items and collections of 75 or more wanted if 
in VG condition; academic and non-academic 
subjects. We can view and collect. Contact 
Graham Nelson at History Bookshop Ltd on 
01451 821660 or sales@historybookshop.com. 

Antiques bought and sold 

Antiques wanted and for sale – quality 
antiques such as furniture, fire guards, grates 
and related items, silver, pictures, china and 
objets d’art. Please contact Greenway Antiques 
of Witney, 90 Corn Street, Witney OX28 6BU 
on 01993 705026 or 07831 585014 or email 
jean_greenway@hotmail.com. 

Services Ofered 

Big or small, we ship it all. Plus free pick-up 
anywhere in Oxford. Also full printing services 
available (both online and serviced), 24-hour 
photocopying, private mailing addresses, fax 
bureau, mailing services and much more. 
Contact or visit Mail Boxes Etc, 266 Banbury 
Rd, Oxford. Tel: 01865 514655. Fax: 01865 
514656. Email: staff@mbesummertown.co.uk. 
Also at 94 London Rd, Oxford. Tel: 01865 
741729. Fax: 01865 742431. Email: staff@ 
mbeheadington.co.uk. 

Independent Pensions and Financial 
Advice. Austin Chapel Independent Financial 
Advisers LLP provide bespoke pensions 
and financial advice to staff working for the 
University of Oxford. We provide Annual 
Allowance and Lifetime Allowance pension 
tax mitigation advice and calculations. In 
addition, we can provide projections of future 
pension benefits to ensure your retirement 
plans are on course to meet your retirement 
income requirements. We also offer an 
independent investment review service to 
help ensure that your investment portfolio 
still meets your current attitude to risk and 
is tax efficient. The initial meeting can be 
held at your workplace, home or our central 
Oxford offices. There is no cost for the initial 
meeting. For more information contact Gary 
O’Neill on 01865 304094 or email gary.oneill@ 
austinchapel.co.uk. 

Oxford’s low-cost packing and shipping 
experts. Specialised in packing and shipping 
books, clothing, computers, musical 
instruments, fragile laboratory equipment, 
rowing oars, valuable paintings or other 
household items, we specialise in custom 
packing and worldwide delivery by road, sea 
and air. Pack & Send, 3 Botley Rd, Oxford, 
OX2 0AA. Tel: 01865 260610. Email: oxford@ 
packsend.co.uk. 

Airbnb and short-let management services  
that work for property owners! We are local 
and handle everything for you: listings, 
guest communications, 24-hr check-in, 
cleaning, linen, restocking etc. Find out more 
on www.oxservices.co.uk or contact us on 
oxfordhosting@gmail.com or phone 07715 
624409. 

Experienced freelance proofreader and 
editor available to work on papers and 
reports, journals, websites and corporate 
and communications material. To discuss 
your project, please email me via: https:// 
greenquillproductions.co.uk/contact, quoting 
Proof-editing_Gaz2020. 

Self-catering Apartments 

scottfraser – market leaders for quality 
Oxfordshire property. Selling, letting, buying, 
renting, investing – we are here to help. Visit 
www.scottfraser.co.uk for more information 
or call: Headington sales: 01865 759500; 
Summertown sales: 01865 553900; East 
Oxford sales: 01865 244666; Witney sales: 
01993 705507; Headington lettings: 01865 
761111; Summertown lettings: 01865 554577; 
East Oxford and student lettings: 01865 
244666; Witney lettings: 01993 777909. 

Visiting Oxford? Studio, 1-, 2- and 3-bed 
properties conveniently located for various 
colleges and University departments. Available 
from 1 week to several months. Apartments 
are serviced, with linen provided and all 
bills included. Details, location maps and 
photos can be found on our website at www. 
shortletspace.co.uk. Contact us by email on 
stay@shortletspace.co.uk or call us on 01993 
811711. 

Shortlet studios for singles or couples 
needing clean, quiet self-catering 
accommodation for weeks or months. Handy 
for High St (town, colleges), Cowley Rd (shops, 
restaurants), University sportsground (gym, 
pool), Oxford Brookes campuses, buses 
(London, airports, hospitals). Modern, self-
contained, fully furnished including cooking 
and laundry facilities, en-suite bathroom, 
Wi-Fi broadband, TV/DVD/CD, central heating, 
cleaning and fresh linen weekly. Off-road 
parking for cars and bikes. Taxes and all bills 
included. Enquiries: stay@oxfordbythemonth. 
com. 
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Looking for 5-star serviced accommodation  
right in the heart of the city? Swailes Suites 
offer city centre, award-winning maisonettes 
and apartments providing that ‘home from 
home’ feel that will help you get the most 
out of your stay. The Swailes Suites ‘easy in, 
easy out’ flexible booking arrangements, 
from 3 days to 6 months, together with good 
transport links make arrival and departure 
hassle-free. Check out our website at www. 
swailessuites.co.uk, contact Debbie on 01865 
318547 or email debbie@nops.co.uk. Office 
established more than 25 years in 47 Walton 
Street, Jericho, OX2 6AD. 

Holiday Lets 

Cornwall cottage and restored chapel in 
quiet coastal hamlet on South West Coast 
Path within 100m of the sea and minutes from 
Caerhays and Heligan. Each property sleeps 
6. Comfortably furnished, c/h, wood burner 
and broadband. Ideal for reading, writing, 
painting, walking, bathing, bird watching. 
Beautiful beach perfect for bucket and spade 
family holidays. Short winter breaks available 
from £250. Tel: 01865 240191 or 07917 864113. 
Email: gabriel.amherst@gmail.com or see: 
www.cornwallcornwall.com. 

Notifcations of Vacancies 

Please refer to the website, or contact the 
email address shown, for further details of 
the vacancy. For a full list of vacancies in the 
University and colleges, see https://www. 
jobs.ox.ac.uk/home.  

The University is committed to equality and 
valuing diversity. 

Colleges, Halls and Societies 

New College; Esmée Fairbairn Junior 
Research Fellowship in Mathematics;  
10 December; https://isw.changeworknow. 
co.uk/new_college_oxford/vms/e/careers/ 
search/new 

New College; Todd-Bird Junior Research 
Fellowship in Medicine or Biochemistry; 
10 December; https://isw.changeworknow. 
co.uk/new_college_oxford/vms/e/careers/ 
search/new 

New College; Todd-Bird non-stipendiary 
Junior Research Fellowship in Clinical 
Medicine; 10 December; https://isw. 
changeworknow.co.uk/new_college_oxford/ 
vms/e/careers/search/new  

New College; Herbert Nicholas Junior 
Research Fellowship in Politics;  
14 December; https://isw.changeworknow. 
co.uk/new_college_oxford/vms/e/careers/ 
search/new 

New College; Juliana Cuyler Matthews 
Junior Research Fellowship in Modern 
Languages; 11 January; https://isw. 
changeworknow.co.uk/new_college_oxford/ 
vms/e/careers/search/new 

Queen’s; Associate Professorship (or 
Professorship) in Black British History, 
c1900–present; 14 December; www.queens. 
ox.ac.uk/vacancies 

St Hilda’s; Tutorial Fellow and Associate 
Professor of World Literatures in English;  
22 January; www.sthildas.ox.ac.uk/content/ 
vacancies  

External Vacancies 

Queens’ College, Cambridge; Senior Tutor; 
30 November; pres.sec@queens.cam.ac.uk 

Published with the authority of the Universi ty 
of Oxford by Oxford University Press;  
registered as a newspaper at  the  Post Offce;    
printed at Oxuniprint,  Langford Locks,  
Kidlington, Oxon  OX5 1FP. 

Editor:  
D L Dooher, MA  Oxf 

Deputy Editor:  
M Gaudern, DPhil Oxf 

Gazette copy must be received in the week 
before publication. Deadline: noon on 
Wednesday. Inclusion is  subject to availability 
of space. 
Certain sections in the Gazette include offcial 
announcemen ts by the University but the  
Univ ersi ty accepts no responsibility for the 
content of any other material in the Gazette. 

Next Gazette:  Thursday, 26 November 

Gazette online: https://gazette.web.ox.ac.uk/home 

Gazette subscriptions: https://gazette.web.ox.ac. 
uk/subscribing-gazette 

Gazette Office 
University Offces 
Wellington Square 
Oxford OX1 2JD 

tel: Oxford (2)80549 

email: gazette@admin.ox.ac.uk 
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